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Climate varies on all time and space scales. To 

understand the causes of such variations and to De aole to 

estimate the possible range of future climates it is necessary 

to develop and analyze as long a record of past clillate as 

possible. To achieve th i sit 

records to determine eli ma te 

century. when widespread 

is necessary to use proxy 

history prior to the mid-19th 

instrumental records become 

avai I abl e. Tree-ring width variations, historical documents 

and la~e varves are al I potential sources of proxy cl imate 

information which can provide accurately dated, annually 

resolved information covering tne past few centuries. 

Seasonal and annual reconstructions of sea-level pressure 

over the North Pacific and Nortn America ana temperature and 

precipitation in the United States and southwest Canada were 

developed from western North American tree-ring chronolo~ies 

under NSF grants GA-2b581, ATM-1511034, ATM-1522318 ana 

ATM-111921b. These well-ver if i ed dendroclImatic 

reconstructions cover the period 1602 to 19b1. The purpose of 

the present project was to analyze the characteristics, 

strengths and I imitations of these reconstructions. In 

particular, we have examined the appl icabi I ity of such data to 

the study of specific climatic phenomena. 

As outlined in the original proposal the researCh 

comprised two main subject areas; first. the comparison of 

the dendrocl imatic reconstructions with other proxy cl imate 
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data of similar temporal resolution. Th is is important 

because every proxy cl imate recora contains biases and errors 

unrelated to climate (NAS, 1~75). It is, therefore, only 

through the comparison and integration of the information in 

independent records that the most complete understanding of 

climate history will oe achievea. Second, we examined the 

potential information of the dendrocl'mattc reconstructions in 

the frequency and time domains. This involved the testing of 

particular hypotheses about the sources of climate variation, 

e.g. the influence of the Southern Oscillation on North 

American climate and an assessment of the impact of explosIve 

volcanic eruptions. 

An apparent inverse relationship between average pressure 

and average temperature in the North American and North 

Pacific sectors has been founa to be consistent from 1002 to 

1961 but these recordS are coherent with hemispheric-wide 

temperature variations (Groveman ana Landsberg, 1979; Jones 

~t ai., 1982) only for certain time periods. For example, the 

strength of the relationsnip between average North American 

te~peratures and the hemispheric-wide average during the 

period 1aS1 to 1960 declines once data after 1947 are 

considered. The timing of this decl ine nearly coincides with 

the change in the character of the Northern Hemisphere 

circulation of the early-to-mid 1950s noted by several authors 

(e.g. Kutzbach, 1970; Diaz and Quayle, 19Su; dalling and 

Lawson, 1982). Our results also agree with the conclusion of 
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Jones and Kelty (1983) that the early 20th-century hemispheric 

warming was more coherent spatially than tne SUbsequent 

cooling. 

Co~parisons were made between the estimated North 

A~erlcan temperature series and other data sets reported to 

reflect temperatures at a ~iven location. These included 

temperature-sensitive tree-ring chronologies, the "hemispheric 

temperature estimate" of 6roveman and LandsOerQ (1979) derived 

from a variety of instrumental and proxy data sources and 

Manley's (1974) temperature record for centra' england. These 

comparisons showed that the high-frequenc) (year-to-year) 

fluctuations of the different series are uncorrelateo. Over a 

few short (30-year) subperiods within the period 1b02 to 1960, 

significant associations do occur, but the strength and 

direction of the relationship may vary. Thus, for example, 

North American temperature variations appear to have been 

out-of-phase with the European record for a variety of time 

periods, especiatly during the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries. Such differences would be expected to occur "ith a 

shift in position or intensity of the troughs ana 

associated with the circumpolar vortex (Chang, 1972; 

ridges 

Barry 

and Perry, 1973). Such differences must oe taKen into account 

If we are to oerive a rei lable reconstruction of 

hemispheric-wide temperature changes prior to the mia-19th 

century. 
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Significant changes in 30-year means were founa to occur 

in a number of the different series examined, with the 

greatest warming noted early in the 20th century. Tne next 

most important warming (apparent in severa' serieS) occurred 

between 1717 ana 1723, fol lowed by one between 1850 and 1&b6. 

The most marked cooling appeared to occur between 1810 and 

1821, with the next most important cooling between 1b5~ and 

1669. The occurrence of these significant changes in the mean 

sU9gests that the climate of the past four centuries has been 

~ore complicatea than the assumption of general 

helllispheric-wlde cooling for all iocations during the "Little 

Ice Age" would lead one to expect. 

A paper entitled "An Estimate of Average Annual 

Temperature Variations for North America, 1602 to 1961" 

describing our results has been accepted for publication in 

~!lma11~ 'QaQ~~ (Attachment 1). A paper describing this work 

was also presented at the Second Conference of CI imatic 

Variations held in New Orleans, January 10-14, 1983. 

Variations of the Southern Oscil lat.on (SO) significantly 

influence surface climate (through I inKages Known as 

teleconnections) over a large part of the globe (wright, 1977; 

Horel and wa'iace, 19d1; van Loon and Madden, 1981). we have 

applied dendroclimatic metnods to the analysis of two aspects 

of this phenomenon. First, the SO teleconnection with surface 

cl imate patterns over the North Pacific ana North America were 
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shown to be present in our dendroclimatic estimates. Second, 

we attempted to reconstruct an inaex of the SO back to 1bOO 

using tree-ring chronologies from sites located in western 

North America and the Southern Hemisphere. 

From the instrumental record, low-index years of the SO 

are associated with an intensified and southeasterly disPlaced 

Aleutian Low and higher pressure in the western North Pacific 

during winter. This circulation distribution brings more 

southerly air flow ana warmer temperatures to the Pacific 

northwest and southwestern Canada and more northerly flow and 

cooler temperatures to the southern United States. A more 

southerly .ocation of the storm tracKs as they cross America 

brings enhanced precipitation to the southern states and drier 

conditions to the Pacific northwest. 

Comparison of the 

sea-level pressure, 

instrumental 

temperature 

and 

and 

reconstructed 

precipitation 

distributions associated with extreme low- and high-index 

years of the SO demonstrated that the temperature and 

precipitation estimates appear able to identify teieconnectlon 

patterns Similar to those found in the 20th century during the 

independent period of the reconstructions. The sea-level 

pressure estimates did not perform so well over the 

independent period, though they identified (weakly) the lower 

pressure area in the eastern North Pacific in low-index years 

comparea to high-Index years. Monte Carlo simulations were 

used to test the overall significance of toe instrumental and 

reconstructed difference maps (Livezey and Chen, 1983). 
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The stronger association with the SO of the temperature 

and precipitation estimates than those of sea-level pressure 

may De due to the greater proportion of high-frequency 

instrumental climatic information retained in the temperature 

and precipitation reconstructions. From this analysis we 

concl ude that the dendroc. imati c estimates apPear to be 

sensitive to the high-frequency variations of the SO and that 

the SO appears to be a stable influence on ~orth American 

cl imate during the period considered here. 

We also attempted to reconstruct a continuous index of 

the SO from tree-ring chronologies located in western North 

America and the Southern Hemisphere. In developing these 

reconstructions from tree r i n gs located in temperate 

latitudes, we reco9nized that there would be limitations to 

the amount of SO variance we could expect to explain. This is 

because the centers of action of the SO lie in tropical 

latitudes and information from extratopicat regions, whether 

instrumental or proxy, cannot, therefore, be expectea to 

estimate all tne $0 variance. In addition, the cl imate 

anomaly patterns 

closely linKed 

over the North Pacific and North America most 

with the 

tropical forcing (Lau, 19d1j 

~t .ill., 1983). 

so can also occur with no prior 

Douglas ~t 11., 1982; Simmons 

Multivariate transfer functions (oasee on canonical 

regression models) were used to reconstruct tne SO index of 

I'Jright (1975). This technique allol'ls a matrix ot climate 

~ariables (the predictands) to be related to a matrix of 
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tree-ring variables (the preoictors) .et al., 1971; 

Biasing, 1976; Lofgren and Hunt, 

(Fritts 

1982). The predictanos 

co~prised twelve seasona. values of the SJ index starting in 

SON two years prior to the year of tree growth (year t) ana 

ending In JJA in the year following tree growth. The 

predictors were: 

a) the first 15 principal components of 65 western North 

American tree-ring chronologies 

b) the first 15 principal components of 33 Southern He~is

phere chronologies from Argentina, Chile, Australia, 

Tasmania, New Zealand and South Africa (LaMarche .et 

al., 1979 a, b, c, d, d, e ; No r ton, 19 b 3 a, b) 

c) a comoined set of the first 8 principal components 

from each hemisphere. 

AI I tree-ring chronologies used were first modeled us.ng 

Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) techniques to remove 

excessive low-frequency information from them for ail lags 

where 

1984). 

the partial 

These ARMA 

correlation was significant (Rose, 19b3; 

mOdeled predictors were used because 

variations of the SO are dominated by mid to high frequencies 

(Trenberth, 1970; van Loon and Madden, 1981). Calibrations 

based on the original, unprewhitened, chronologies were found 

to be less reliable than those based on the ARMA modeled 

series. 
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The models were calibrated over the period 1908 to 1963 

and then verified over the independent period 1851 to 1907. 

The calibration and verification periods were then reverseo. 

The best model, in terms of calibration and verification 

performance, for four seasonal inolces of the SO was found to 

be that Oasea on western North American chronologies, when 

calibrated over the period 1908 to 1963, with between 49 and 

64 percent variance cal ibrated. The model based on the 

Southern Hemisphere chronologies caliorated jess variance ana 

did not perform so well over the independent period. 

Combining ooth western North Amer ica and Southern Hemisphere 

chronologies in the predictor set did not improve the model 

rei iability above that baseo on North American information 

alone. 

Although the 

estimates may not 

practical 

matCh 

Significance of 

their statistical 

the best SO 

significance, 

certain features of the estimates can be useful. Firstly, the 

low-Index events of 1792 to 1793 and 1815 to 1816 appear to be 

of comparable magnitude to the recent 1~82 to 1983 event. 

Secondly, the frequency of 'ow-index events IS estimated to 

have been much less during tne 1~th century than before or 

since. Thirdly, the spectra of the estimates show siQnificant 

pea~s at those frequencies, up to ten years, most strongly 

characteristic of the SO. 
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A manuscript entitled "The Southern Gscil lation and Tree 

Rings: 1600 to 1961" has been submitted to the J2~tO~1 21 

'11mil~ ao~ AQ211~g b~l~~t~l~~~ (Attachment 2). A paper 

describing this work wit I also be presented at the Third 

Conference on Climate Variations and Symposium on Contemporary 

CI imate 1850-2100 to be held in Los Anyeles, January b-11, 

1~85. 

4. Ib~ Im2i'1 Q! ~gl'iOi' ~t~21igO~ gO ~~t1b Am~ti'~o 

'linal~ Sio,~ lbQZ 

Most studies on the Impact of volcanic eruptions on 

climate have dealt only with zonally or hemispherically 

averaged conditions (Mass and Schneider, 1977; Taylor ~t al., 

19dO; Self ~1 al., 19ij2). The long reconstructeo recorj over 

a brOad spatial field which we are using allows examination of 

the possible regional-scale, rather than hemispheric-wide, 

resPonses of surface climate to explosive volcanic eruptions 

(Lamb, 1970; Kelly, 1977; Hoyt and Siquig, 1~82). 

Key dates marking the beginning of major eruptions during 

1602-1900 were selected from Lamb (1970), Hirschboec~ 

(1979/1980) ana Newhall and Self (19u2). During thiS period 

we Identified 30 key dates. We divided this list of years 

Into the following three sets: a) al I key dates dlvldeo into 

three subsets of ten years eaCh, b) low latitude (Oetween 15N 

and 15S) eruptions divided into two subsets of five years each 

and c) high latitude (north of 50N) eruptions divided into two 

suosets of three years each. To test for a consistent 
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response to volcanic forcing in the spatjal patterns of annual 

temperature reconstructions, superimposed epoch analysis was 

applied (see Taylor ~t ai., 1980). To isolate any signal 

attributable to volcanic eruptions, the given time series (in 

this case temperature reconstructions at 77 stations in the 

United States and southwestern Canada) are averagea for 

several years before and after for a number of key Qates. 

This procedure tends to average out departures not common to 

individual eruptions. The statistical significance of the 

average series can be determined by Monte Carlo techniques 

(Hauritz and Brier, 1981) wherein the same averaging 

procedures are performeo but are based on a number of randomly 

generated key dates. A probability level can then be assigned 

to the average departures associated with the actual key aate~ 

as to whether the results could have occurred by chance in the 

same data set. To highlight the possible short-term response 

and avoid the effects of longer-term trends in the 

dendrocl imatic reconstructions the data were expressed as 

departures from the "tocal 21 year" mean, i.e. the mean of 10 

years either side of and including the key date. Tne length 

of the record that we were able to analyze allowea several 

samples of key dates of similar type eruptions to be examinee. 

The presence or absence of a consistent volcanic signa' was 

determined on the basis of the similarity of the results 

derived from different samples of Key oates. 
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Our results suggest that North American annual 

temperatures show a consistent change in the few years 

fol lowing low-latitude eruptions. The response is less 

consistent between samples when at. eruptions or high-latitude 

eruptions are considered. The response to low-latitude 

eruptions is one of warming in the western states and cooling 

in the east. Because of this spatial opposition the 

temperatures averaged over the whole united States and 

southwestern Canada show a weaker response than when the west 

and east regions are conSidered separately. We also found 

evidence to suggest that the character of the atmosPheric 

circulation in the western HemiSPhere at the time of the 

eruption may be important ta the subsequent temperature 

responses. The presence of an intensi fi ed and/or 

southeasterly displaced Aleutian Low appears to give rise to 

an enhanced surface climate response compared to eruptions in 

years of weaKening of this circulation feature. 

Our study suggests that there are important spatial 

variations in the surface temperature response to volcanic 

forcing and that contrary to common belief not all regions 

become cooler. That some regions may indeea beco~e warmer 

following volcanic forcing is not surprising if one considers 

the manner in which volcanic aerosols alter the energy 

balance. A change in energy balance atfects the general 

atmospheric circulation which then gives rise to the surface 

Climate variations. Schneider (19d3) also has speculated that 

some regions may warm in response to volcanic forcing. 
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These results are described in an internal Technical Note 

entitled "An Examination of the Possible Impact of Explosive 

Volcanic iruptions on North American Climate since lb02." 

Copies of this wil I be sent out for peer review before formal 

submission to a technical journal. 

we originally proposed to test whether the associations 

Defore variations in solar variabi lity and Great Plains 

drought (Mitchel' ~1 al. 1979) were apparent in our 

temperature and precipitation reconstructions. 

lack of time, this question was not pursued. 

we continue to collect high-frequency 

Because of 

paleoclimatic 

recoras and so far have used a number of them to check the 

reliability of certain reconstructions. Independent 

dendrocl imatic series include: a) Contributions of tree-ring 

chronologies to the International Tree-Ring Data BanK and the 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research Data Base, b) pUDI ished 

dendrocl imatic reconstructions (Duvick and Blasing, 19tilj 

Jacoby and Cook, 1981; Cropper, 19t12; Stoc~ton ana MekO, 

1983) and c) unpubl iShed dendrocl imattc reconstructions such 

as temperature at Longmire, Washington by L. Graumi ich and L. 

B. Brubaker and temperature and rainfall reconstructions at 

Santa Fe, ~ew Mexico, by Martin Rose. In aadition to 

dendroclimatic reconstructions we are also assembling hiQn 

resolution proxy climate series from other sources SUCh as 
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documentary records Arakawa, 1~54; Central 

Meteorological Bureau 1981). This cOllection ana comparison 

of independent proxy cl imate records 

forwara under NSF grant ATM-831984. 

is now being carried 

Annual or seasonal reconstructions have been compared 

year by 

standard 

year to our reconstructions in the same area using 

verification statistics (Fritts ~t al., 1979; 

Gordon, 1982). Genera.ly significant agreement occurs in the 

year-to-year variations during the cal ibration periods when 

both sets of reconstructions are forced to resembie tne 

instrumental data. rlo~ever, because of the error terms the 

agreement often declines when one of the reconstructions 

enters the period of independent data. When tne second series 

enters this period, the joint error term often becomes so 

large that few if any of the statistics are sign.ficant. We 

attribute this loss of agreement to the fot lowing Possible 

causes: i) compounding of the errors in the indepenoent data 

of the t~o sets when they are compared to one another, Ii) 

differences in the cl imaUc parameters reconstructed; i.e. 

high- versus low-altitude temperatures or differences in 

response to climate in different seasons, iii) differences in 

the spectra of the two time series, and Iv) the amount of 

unreliabi I ity sti II in the reconstructions. 
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The first three possible causes need to be eliminated or 

at least minimized before we can conclude that the 

reconstructions are unrel i abl e. Minimization of the large 

error terms can be achieved by combining series for time 

periods longer than a year or averaging data over a 'arger 

region. The error of the average is usually markealy less 

tnan the error of individual estimates. we can a I so 

recal iorate one of the series so that both use iaentical 

cl imatic data. The differences can then be attributed to 

discrepancies between tree-ring data or calibration mOdels. 

ARMA and crosspower spectral techniques can be used to resolve 

differences in the frequency domain. We are presently 

experimenting with the above approaches as we compare our 

results with the reconstructions of Grauml ich, Brubaker, 

Cropper, and Rose. An example of such a comparison .s 

described in internal Technica. Note entitled "Verification of 

Southwestern Dendrocl imatic Reconstructions," by M. R. 

(Attachment 3). 

Kose 

The climatic patterns over North America and the North 

Pacific were largely considerea in the aoove analysis. There 

are also linkages referred to as teleconnections (Namias, 

1981; wallace and Gutzler, 1(81) in whicn cl imaUc conditions 

in one area are statistically correlated with the climate in 

another area. Major periods of climatic variation can often 

be detected in evidence from arouna the hemisphere because the 

change in surface cl imate is Que to a chan\,le in the phase, 
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amplituae or preferred location of the long-wave trOUghS and 

ridges of the circumpolar vortex (Barry and Perry, 1~73j 

Lamb, 1972; 1977). While we do not advocate an 

indiscriminate search tor teleconnections among different time 

series, we have learned from our worK with the ~O, for 

example, that our particular climatic reconstructions have 

certain elements that appear to be 

climatic features outside the 

teleconnected with other 

particular area of the 

reconstruction. Such relationships could provide valuaole 

information as to how the cl amate system is operating and 

allow the inclusion of more oata to reconstruct more 

accurately when and where past cl imatic changes have occurred. 

In addition, indepenaently aerived proxy climate records need 

to be compared and integrated to arrive at the most rei iable 

picture of past climate. 

Freezing dates of Lake Suwa, near TOkyo, Japan, are 

available for the period 1443 to 1~53, though many data are 

missing or are unreliable between 1083 and 1923 (AraKawa, 

1954). These freeze dates have oeen shown to be a good 

indicator of winter severity in Japan (Tanaka and Yoshino, 

1982) • tarly freeze dates correspond to a severe winter and 

late freeze dates to a mi Id winter. 

The severity of Japanese winters is linKed to changes of 

the SiDerian High ana Aleutian Low (Yoshino, 1977). 

Examination of the instrumental record of "inter sea-level 
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pressure over the North Pac,fic shows that two distinct 

circulation patterns (teleconnections) appear to be associated 

with severe and mild Japanese winters, respectively (as 

specified by early and late Lake SUW8 freeze dates). 

Reconstructed sea-level pressure anomaly maps averaged for 

severe winters prior to lb83 show a pattern very similar to 

that of the instrumental data. The pattern associated with 

mild winters is not, however, well reproduced in the 

reconstructed sea-level pressure field. 

This study helps to estaol ish that the large-scale 

features of our sea-level pressure reconstructions are 

reliable in that they are consistent with another proxy 

cl imate record. This applies to the severe winter sea-level 

pressure pattern but not that associated with mild winters. 

Tnis could be a result of the mild winter pressure pattern 

having less impact on western North American climate and, 

therefore, not being as well reconstructed as that associated 

with severe winters. The study demonstrates now different 

types of proxy climate information from different rew10ns can 

be compared by first establishing teleconnections with the 

instrumenta. data base. 

A paper coauthored with b. A. Gordon and P. M. Kelly 

entitled "Comparison of Sea-level Pressure Reconstructions 

from western North American Tree Rinys with a Proxy Record of 

Winter Severity in Japan" has Deen revised and accepted for 

publication in the J~uLual ~t ~lima1~ aOg A~Ql1~~ ~~1~gtgl~~~ 

(Attachment 4). 
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~e adopted a similar approach to that used in the Lake 

Suwa study to compare our dendrocl imatic reconstructions witn 

a long documentary record of rainfall variations .n China. 

The Central Meteorological Bureau (1~81) has assembled and 

analyzed a variety of historical information from Chtna to 

prOduce charts of yearly wetness and dryness indices for 120 

sites for the period 1470 to l~79. Because of missing values 

in this data set we selected 44 sites with 10 percent or fewer 

missing years during the period 1600 to 1979, and replaced 

missing values with the index value for normal rainfall. 

Principal component analysis was then performed and the first 

eigenvector, explaining 20.1 percent of the total Variance, 

was used to represent large-scale rainfall 

China. 

variations in 

Comparison of this principal component with the 

instrumental annual sea-level pressure field over tne North 

Pacific demonstrated that Chinese rainfall variations are 

siQnificantly 

of the North 

conditfons in 

related to circulation changes in the vicinity 

Pacific subtropical anticyclone. Drier 

China appear to be .inKed to lower sea-level 

pressure over the North Pacific, and wetter conditions with an 

intensif'ed North Pacific subtropical anticyclone. These 

linkages were found to be most strongly developed when the 

variations of pressure preceded those of rainfall by one year. 

These pressure/rainfall linKages also ~ive rise to 

statistically signif'cant associations between Chinese 
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rainfall and instrumental temperature ana precipitation 

variations in the United States and southwestern Canada. 

For the independent period of the dendroclimatic 

reconstructions (1602 to 1900), simi lar linkages were 

identified in the sea-level pressure field to those found in 

the instrumental data. The temperature associations were less 

well defined in the reconstructed data but those of Nortn 

American precipitation with Cnjnese raintal I were clearly 

apparent. Drier conditions in China appear to be consistently 

linked with wetter conditions over most of the central United 

States. The significance of the instrumental ana 

reconstructed patterns associated with the Chinese rainfal I 

variations was assessed using the Monte Carlo procedures 

recommended by Livezey and Chen (1983). 

This study suggests that the two independent sources of 

proxy climate Information, (documentary records In China ana 

tree-ring 

compatible 

chronologies in western North America) are 

with similar associations occurring over tne past 

360 years. A paper, co-authored with Mr. wu Xiangd.ng, a 

visiting scholar from the People's Republic of China to tne 

Tree-Ring Laboratory during 1982-1984, entitled "Relationships 

between the climates of China and North America over the past 

four centuries: a comparison of proxy records" was presentea 

at the Symposium on Relationships between Climate of China and 

Global CI imate: Past, Present and Future held in aeijing, 

China, October 30 - Novemoer 3, 19ti4, and wil I be Publishea In 

the proceedings volume arising from the conference. 
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The results presented In the preceding section led us to 

attempt to reconstruct summer sea-level pressure over the 

western North Pacific using both the Chinese rainfall indices 

and western North American tree-ring chronologies as 

predictors. This study was performed in collaboration with 

Mr. wu Xiangding. 

Mode's were cal ibrated over the ~eriod 1099 to 1950 and 

verified over the independent period, 1951 to 1963. Models 

were developed using as predictors a) western North American 

tree-ring chronologies 0) Chinese documentary rainfall indices 

and c) co~bined Chinese ana western North American predictors. 

The best estimate of summer sea-level pressure, explaining 

44.5 percent of the variance, was derived from the combined 

predictor set. This stuay demonstrates the potential of 

combining different proxy data sources to derive estimates of 

past cl imate. A manuscript describing this research is 

currently being drafted and wil I be submitted to the Chinese 

journal Ag~aD~e~ io Atm~~eb~Ll~ ~~ieD~e~. 

Several new programs have been written and pre-existing 

programs modified or generalizeo so that they can be more 

easily used in our present and future work. For example, tne 

transfer function program is being generalized and a program 

has been developed to transfer the gridded pressure set from 
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corrected NCAR tape to our 

be important to proposed 

large-scale dendrocl~matic reconstructions; tor example, the 

California project (ATM aU20732 and 8303192) and future Nortn 

Am e ric an col I abo rat i ve w 0 r k • User guides to programs with 

instructions, mathematics and examples of running the programs 

including documentation for in-group use have also been 

developed. All new programs are being written in Fortran 5 

and some of the more important older programs are being 

converted from Fortran 4 to Fortran 5. 

The title of the bOOk is now "Reconstructing Spatial 

Variations in Climate from Tree Rings: A DiagnostiC Study." 

H. C. Fritts has completed 167 pages of text ~hich is 

accompanied by 35 full-page figures and 26 full-page tables. 

There are 60 additional pages of tables and figures not full 

size. A total of 308 pages are completed out of a total of a 

projected 500 pages. Since all of the existing text has oeen 

entered on the computer, we wi II be consider ing the various 

possibi I Ities of electronic typesetting so that the cost of 

puolishlng a large volume can be Kept low. 
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